Words of appreciation from a satisfied customer about international cooperation with EOS

MARKO KAŠAN, Debt Collection Manager at KBM Fineko d.o.o. about the global cooperation with EOS: “We consider EOS as an important and trustworthy partner. Its friendly and professional team ensures all entrusted cases are handled transparently. They take into account any issues we might come across and support us with advice and suggestions for improvement. They are incredibly flexible, an invaluable quality in our line of work. The EOS Group has several strengths. Among the key strengths that we find most important and draw most benefit from are global presence, responsiveness to requests, efficient debt collection, reliable debtor management and regular reporting. We expect the rate of global-level debt collection to increase significantly in the future. As our clients’ opportunities are more favourable abroad, people are leaving the country and therefore we will aim to establish an even closer cooperation with the EOS Group.”